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About This Software

A 360 degree panorama is one of the best ways to capture how a scene truly looks when you are there. VR Photo Viewer makes
it easy to view these memories as they are meant to be.

Connect to your Google Photos account to see all supported photos in your collection

View files stored on your PC or connected devices

Supports audio recorded by Cardboard Camera

Preview your photos on a small scale and select which one to view in full quality

Easily switch between photos with VR controller support

Supported photo types:

Cardboard Camera (.vr.jpg)

Photo Sphere

3D Stereoscopic photos like those taken with Fujifilm FinePix REAL 3D or Nintendo 3DS (MPO)
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Top-bottom 3D

Side-by-side 3D

Panoramic

"Flat" / normal JPG photos

More features continue to be added, provide your feedback to let us know what you'd like to see next!
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Title: VR Photo Viewer
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
SprocketVR
Publisher:
SprocketVR
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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I remember playing this game all the time when I was a kid. The experience feels so authentic and the characters are so
memorable that you'll forget you're playing a game.. This game got me into the Warhammer 40,000 universe, so I highly
recommend this. It is short but memorable just like Metal Gear Rising. The gameplay is exciting. The story is interesting, and
the characters are memorable. For a game that deviates from the standard RTS that is WH40k by having this game as a third-
person shooter, the developers have done a great job to introduce the WH40k fandom to potential fans. A word of caution when
it comes to multiplayer, there is a huge skill gap -- in terms of item unlocks due to leveling -- between veteran players and
newbies so do not get angry when you get obliterated on your first online game (the fact that there are not a lot of players makes
it difficult to earn items, perks, and weapons that can give you the competitive edge).. Only played a single round but it really
has some potential. If you are fine with playing alone most of the time its fine but if you expected live enemys then this
probably is nothing for you just like it's not for me because of that reason. Might visit it later on if it's able to get a higher
playerbase.
. Bloody Walls is very weird in a good way. I like the unique gameplay mehanics this game features

You are placed in a room and zombies will attack you from left and right side, and as soon as they touch you once, you are
dead...and you will have to start game from beginning. You can't jump, so you are forced to clean one side first so you can move
backwardswhile shooting zombies on other side. There isnt health, however there are "antidotes", each antidote lasts for 60
seconds, and if you run out of them you are dead. Antidotes are also used as currency

There are 10 different floors, first one has npcs which will give you small quests to collect certain items and there is also small
shop which sells you 2 more guns and some landmines. Other floors are filled with mobs and you need to clean them to beat the
game. Every floor has same design, however there are alot of different and interesting mobs in them.

Very weird thing in this game is shooting, i didnt like it at first, but as i played more it made me realise there are many different
mob designs which work only with this shooting system. You need to click on enemies in order to shoot, you can't just shoot
randomly, you have to click on correct spot like mob's head in order to shoot.

Game is pretty short, but since its completly restarted every time you you die, it can take you fair amount of time to beat it.

One more really weird thing i've noticed is that low settings gave me 40 fps and highest 60fps.

Pros:
- Interesting and unique gameplay
- Interesting mob design
- Developer seems to be updating the game so far
- Small download size
- Easy to 100% achievements
- 60 fps
- I like the song that plays after you kill all zombies

Neutral:
- Permadeath may not appeal to everyone
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- Shooting is unusual

Cons:
- Very short
- Doesnt have story
- Could use a better tutorial or point out current one better, many players complain about not knowing what to do
- Low settings for some reason made me lag, while high settings didnt
- It could use sprint maybe, just so you can travel through rooms that you finished faster, but its very small detail

Even though it is somewhat unique, it was extremely short, and it doesnt have story. Its not a bad game, its just that it offers
very little, if developer made more content it could've been better.. Very good game and worth a buy even at full price!
Im so sick of these triple A games with their dumb microtransactions lootbox \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
thankfully this game puts gameplay first.. For this price, its a very good deal, and story is always entertaining, in all episodes.
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A very nice route that starts extremely busy, but changes to single track later on.. One of the best Tower Defense games I have
played in a long time, would recommend to anyone who enjoys strategy games. A nice fresh approach to the TD genre.. I've
been playing CubicCastles for over 2 years now. It has been my main game for a long time. It has so much to do, building,
mining, exploring, chatting with friends, quests, and shopping and there's so much more! I find the game great for finding
friends to play with and build with. There are a few bugs here and there but the admins seem to get rid of those pretty quickly.
All of the moderators are really nice and helpful and there are plenty of adults playing the game, not just kids. There are pretty
frequent updates with new exciting clothes, blocks, and features. I think this game is great for everyone.. amazing , ah i wish
that i played this game at 2015 not 2019. This game is great. Exellent graphics and fun to play.
Very ploshed and smooth a must buy.. Very realistic!. changed my reccomendation due to ubi's change of stance on frontiers..
Interesting characters, good gameplay, surprisingly solid multiplayer. Nice game overall, but unfortunately dead.
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